Internal mammary sentinel lymph node biopsy: abandon or persist?
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Abstract: Although the 2009 American Joint Committee on Cancer incorporated the internal mammary sentinel lymph node biopsy (IM-SLNB) concept, there has been little change in surgical practice patterns due to the low visualization rate of internal mammary sentinel lymph nodes with the traditional injection technique. Meanwhile, as internal mammary lymph nodes (IMLN) metastases are mostly found concomitantly with axillary lymph nodes (ALN) metastases, previous IM-SLNB clinical trials fail to evaluate the status of IMLN in patients who are really in need (only in clinically ALN negative patients). Our modified injection technique (periareolar intraparenchymal, high volume, and ultrasonographic guidance) significantly improved the visualization rate of internal mammary sentinel lymph nodes, making the routine IM-SLNB possible in daily practice. IM-SLNB could provide individual minimally invasive staging, prognosis, and decision-making for breast cancer patients, especially for patients with clinically positive ALN. Moreover, IMLN radiotherapy should be tailored and balanced between the potential benefit and toxicity, and IM-SLNB-guided IMLN radiotherapy could achieve this goal. In the era of effective adjuvant therapy, within the changing treatment approach – more systemic therapy, less loco-regional therapy – clinicians should deliberate the application of regional IMLN therapy.
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Introduction

As a first-echelon nodal drainage site in breast cancer, the status of axillary lymph nodes (ALN) and internal mammary lymph nodes (IMLN) is valuable both for regional staging and treatment choice. Patients with IMLN metastases had a worse prognosis than those who did not, independent of their ALN status. The prognostic patients with IMLN metastases only was similar to those with ALN metastases only; suggesting that regional disease in either nodal chain has the same prognostic relevance. In brief, the status of IMLN also provides important prognostic information for breast cancer patients. The status of ALN has been well established in breast cancer patients. However, accurate regional staging could not be achieved just with the status of the ALN alone, which might lead to under-stage and under-/over-treatment. Interest in metastases to IMLN culminated with the extended radical mastectomy, but this radical surgical procedure was abandoned due to its extra complications, longer operation time, and lack of survival benefit. Imaging techniques, such as ultrasound, magnetic resonance imaging, and positron emission tomography/computed tomography, could usually detect metastatic lesions larger than 5 mm, but due to the deep anatomical location and small size of IMLN, the sensitivity of current imaging techniques cannot...
satisfy the clinical practice. Therefore, an optimal method to evaluate the status of IMLN is still lacking so far.

The internal mammary sentinel lymph node biopsy (IM-SLNB) provided a less invasive method for assessing IMLN than surgical dissection, and may affect decision-making for regional and systemic therapy.\(^1\) However, routine performance of the IM-SLNB in breast cancer patients remains a subject of debate. Opponents point out that the IM-SLNB has no clinical relevance because internal mammary sentinel lymph nodes (IMSLN) metastases rarely influence adjuvant systemic treatment strategy.\(^5,6\) Besides, they suggest that the presence of IMSLN metastases did not affect overall survival independent of other prognostic factors.\(^6\) Proponents of routine IM-SLNB advocate that the presence of IMLN metastases is associated with a poorer prognosis in a small but substantial patient group, and that these metastases should therefore be treated with appropriate systemic therapy and IMLN radiotherapy.\(^7,8\) As a reflection of this ongoing debate, the National Comprehensive Cancer Network Clinical Practice Guidelines do not recommend routine IM-SLNB, however it is recommended to strongly consider radiotherapy to IMLN for patients with positive ALN or tumor \(\geq 5\) cm, noting “radiotherapy should be given to the IMLN that are clinically or pathologically positive; otherwise the treatment to the IMLN is at the discretion of the treating radiation oncologist” on this topic.\(^9\) In this article, the technical matter, indication, and clinical significance of IM-SLNB are discussed, and we would like to identify the breast cancer patients who may benefit from this minimally invasive diagnostic technique.

**Modified injection technique with high visualization rate**

Although the 2009 American Joint Committee on Cancer incorporated the IM-SLNB concept, there has been little change in surgical practice patterns due to the low visualization rate of IMSLN with the traditional radiotracer injection technique.\(^4\)\(^,\)\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\) As Chen et al summarized, superficial injection of radiotracer was unable to identify IMSLN, while intraparenchymal injection (peritumoral, intratumoral, or subtumoral) was more reliable.\(^1\) Unfortunately, with this injection method, the internal mammary hotspots in lymphoscintigraphy were seen only in a small proportion of patients (range from 13% to 37%), which has been the restriction for the biopsy of IMSLN to date.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^6\)\(^,\)\(^7\)\(^,\)\(^8\) In our ongoing study, we tried injecting radiotracer with a modified technique (periareolar intraparenchymal, high volume, and ultrasound guidance), and got a high lymphoscintigraphy visualization rate of IMSLN (71.1%, 248/349, latest data).\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^11\) This might provide a technical feasibility of IM-SLNB, therefore, IM-SLNB could be performed routinely in clinical studies and daily practice, and might potentially impact treatment decision-making.

**IM-SLNB should be performed in clinically ALN-positive patients**

Although several studies indicated that the presence of IMSLN metastasis rarely influenced adjuvant treatment strategy and did not affect overall survival,\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^6\) it should be interpreted with caution due to the limitation of their study population. Studies of SLNB (both axilla and internal mammary) have been limited to the clinically ALN-negative patients, and it is adequate for the axillary staging. However, more attention should be focused on the IM-SLNB in clinically ALN-positive patients, as IMLN metastasis is mostly found concomitantly with ALN metastasis.\(^4\) Huang et al retrospectively analyzed 2,269 patients who received extended radical mastectomy, and showed that the incidence of IMLN metastasis was 4.4%, 18.8%, 28.1%, and 41.5% for patients with negative ALN, 1–3 positive ALN, 4–6 positive ALN, seven or more positive ALN, respectively.\(^12\) Veronesi et al also showed that the incidence of IMLN metastases increased dramatically from 9.1% in negative ALN to 29.1% in positive ALN patients.\(^3\) In our ongoing study, the IMSLN metastasis rate was only 8.1% in clinically ALN-negative patients, and adjuvant treatment was altered in a small proportion. However, the IMSLN metastasis rate was 20.5% in clinically ALN-positive patients, and individual radiotherapy strategy could be guided with the IM-SLNB results.\(^13\) As a consequence, previous IM-SLNB studies failed to evaluate the status of IMLN in patients who really were in need. We can see from the above results that there is a group of patients (clinically ALN-positive) who could really benefit from the IM-SLNB (Table 1). Therefore, we recommend that the research of IM-SLNB should be performed in patients with clinically positive ALN.\(^14\)

**Tailored radiotherapy under the IM-SLNB guidance**

Regional nodal irradiation as a component of breast cancer radiation has been shown in numerous randomized trials and meta-analyses to have a significant impact on loco-regional control, breast cancer mortality, and overall survival.\(^15\) Recently, the DBCG-IMN study indicated that IMLN irradiation increased overall survival in patients with early-stage node-positive breast cancer,\(^16\) their exploratory...
Table 1  Data of IMLN metastasis from IMLN dissection and IM-SLNB studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of patients</th>
<th>Successful IM-SLNB</th>
<th>IMLN metastasis, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMLN dissection studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronesi et al1</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>pN0</td>
<td>51 (9.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pN+</td>
<td>162 (29.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al2</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>884</td>
<td>pN0</td>
<td>39 (4.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>pN+</td>
<td>221 (27.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IM-SLNB studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postma et al3</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>cN0</td>
<td>14 (16.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caudle et al7</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>808</td>
<td>cN0</td>
<td>11 (15.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnerlich et al8</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>cN0</td>
<td>12 (9.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madsen et al9</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>3,685</td>
<td>cN0</td>
<td>130 (21.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qiu et al10 (our study)</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>cN0</td>
<td>12 (8.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>cN+</td>
<td>9 (20.5%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: pN0 = pathologic node negative; pN+ = pathologic node positive; cN0 = clinical node negative; cN+ = clinical node positive; *=not applicable.

Abbreviations: IMLN, internal mammary lymph nodes; IM-SLNB, internal mammary sentinel lymph node biopsy; ALN, axillary lymph nodes.

subset analysis suggested that patients at the greatest risk for IMLN involvement will benefit most from the treatment; this suggestion ideally should be confirmed in other studies. The results of the NCIC MA.20 trial (n=1,832) and the European Organization for Research and Treatment of Cancer 22,922/10,925 trial (n=4,004) have also shown that additional regional irradiation to the IMLN and medial supraclavicular lymph nodes significantly improves the disease-free survival and distant metastasis-free survival in high-risk IMLN metastasis patients (positive ALN and/or medial/central tumor location).17,18 However, these eligibility criteria (high-risk patients/no histopathological confirmation of IMLN) might result in over- and under-treatment, because high-risk did not mean IMLN metastasis and low-risk did not mean IMLN negative. Although these trials showed that regional nodal irradiation was generally well tolerated, greater risks of lymphedema, pneumonitis, and cutaneous reactions were observed. Therefore, appropriate identification of patients who could benefit from adjuvant radiotherapy is essential, and should be based on IMSLN metastasis rather than high-risk estimation only. IMLN radiotherapy should be tailored and balanced between the potential benefit and toxicity, and IM-SLNB guidance could achieve this goal.19

Limitations of the IM-SLNB

Even though identification of IMLN metastases has important implications for treatment planning, some surgeons do not routinely perform IM-SLNB due to its limitations. On the one hand, IM-SLNB is an extra procedure that carries an additional risk of intra- and postoperative complications, such as pleural lesion and internal mammary artery bleeding.5-8 Additionally, a separate small parasternal incision may be needed in breast conservation procedures, which can be a cosmetic concern. On the other hand, unlike in the axilla, a back-up lymph node dissection is performed following the SLNB, the basic problem in previous IM-SLNB studies is that the accuracy of IM-SLNB has not been verified directly. Although the distribution of IMSLN exactly coincides with the sites of IMLN metastasis which were reported in the previous studies of extended radical mastectomy,1–3 a validation study (eg, IM-SLNB followed by complete IMLN dissection) might be required to confirm that the IMSLN could accurately reflect the nodal status of the internal mammary basin before its clinical application.

Regional therapy in the era of effective adjuvant therapy

During the past decades, the odds of recurrence at a distant or loco-regional site have decreased dramatically in breast cancer patients, and these encouraging results are due to the application of standardized clinical approaches, such as imaging, pathological analysis, surgery, and radiotherapy, but the near universal application of adjuvant systemic therapy has been thought to be the critical element.20 Adjuvant systemic therapy has been confirmed to be highly effective at reducing the risk of both distant relapse and loco-regional recurrence, and stepwise innovations in systemic therapy have correspondingly further improved overall survival and disease-free survival in breast cancer. It was recognized that the benefit of systemic therapy for loco-regional control has transformed breast cancer therapy pattern, reducing the need for loco-regional therapy among patients with metastatic IMLN. Therefore, with the applications of the effective systemic treatments which would further reduce local recurrence and improve survival, the status of loco-regional therapy in breast cancer might not be so important in the near future.

Conclusion

Progress in multidisciplinary management is improving survival for breast cancer patients, and within the changing treatment approach – more systemic therapy, less loco-regional therapy – clinicians should deliberate the application of regional IMLN therapy. IMLN radiotherapy should be tailored and balanced between the potential benefit and toxicity, and IM-SLNB-guided IMLN radiotherapy could achieve this goal. Moreover, unexpected clinical value might be found in further IM-SLNB clinical trials in clinically
ALN-positive patients. Our conclusion is driven by a growing understanding of individualized treatment strategies, which means that some patients will receive more loco-regional therapy, whereas other females will receive less and still have very favorable results.
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